The Lobbyist in the Garage
Engine says it’s the voice of startups in government. It serves Google’s corporate
interests instead
Introduction
Engine is a San Francisco-based nonprofit that claims to represent the “voice of startups
in government.”1 The group, which also has a lobbying arm called Engine Advocacy, told
reporters at its launch in 2011 that it would advocate for startups as a counterweight to
lobbying by corporate heavyweights like Google, Verizon and Microsoft.2
Evidence suggests, however, that Engine is little more than a creation of the biggest
lobbying giant of them all: Google, and its corporate parent, Alphabet Inc.
Messages from the time indicate that Engine was originally created by a Google
employee working out of its public policy office in Mountain View, Calif., in conjunction
with several former employees of the company. The Google policy manager, Derek
Slater, was named as the person organizing Engine by those planning to attend the launch
in 2011. The person listed to RSVP for Engine’s launch party was also an employee in
Google’s public policy office.3
Among the very first people to follow Engine’s new Twitter account when it launched in
2011 were three Google public policy executives—Slater, Adam Kovacevich and Charlie
Hale—as well as a policy consultant working for the company.4 Slater actively recruited
members for the group and promoted its campaigns on social media.5
Google has disclosed funding the group every year since 2013, though neither says how
much of Engine’s budget is covered by the company, either directly or through other
groups Google finances.
In practice, Engine has led the charge on a number of policy fights that have benefitted
Google—some of which Google did not want to wage in its own name. Earlier this year
Google faced a wave of criticism for opposing a bill that would crack down on sex
trafficking websites.6 While Google’s direct opposition was muted, Engine mounted a
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full-throated effort to oppose the bill. Google’s lobbyists then touted Engine’s statements
as a reason to kill the measure.7
During the past seven years, Engine has also gone to bat for Google on a number of other
policy issues of importance to the company’s bottom line. At a time when Google was
facing threats from rivals wielding large patent troves, Engine backed its calls for patent
reform.8 When Congress seemed poised to pass anti-piracy bills that threatened Google’s
business model, Engine helped lead the charge that ultimately killed the measures.9

Coverage of Engine’s launch emphasized its role as a counterweight to lobbying
by corporate heavyweights like Google and Microsoft. But evidence suggests it
was midwifed and bankrolled by Google’s lobbyists for the company’s benefit

Engine has also fought for a number of other Google priorities, including more visas for
high-skilled immigrants, radio spectrum reform and stronger net neutrality rules—all key
public policy issues for Google.10 By contrast, Engine has remained silent on issues
important to startups, such as access to the platforms that technology giants control, and
antitrust.
Of course, other industries have used trade associations to lobby on their behalf, in part to
distance their brand names from unpopular policy positions.11 Google has followed that
path by funding trade groups, like the Internet Association, to advance its agenda.12
But Google’s creation and financing of Engine is different. Instead of joining a group that
represents its interests and those of its peers, Google has used Engine to hide behind
startups at a time when the company has little or nothing left in common with that group.
The interests of the proverbial “guy-in-a-garage” long ago diverged from those of the
tech giants, to the extent that they are now more likely at odds with each other. “The best
start-ups keep being scooped up by the big guys,” noted Farhad Manjoo in The New York
Times. “Those that escape face merciless, sometimes unfair competition (their
innovations copied, their projects litigated against). And even when the start-ups succeed,
the Five still win.”13
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Google’s Role in Setting Up Engine
Engine says it was founded to help policymakers understand the needs of startups, and
help their voices be heard in Washington.14Evidence from the time, however, suggests
that Google’s public policy manager, Derek Slater, and several other former Google
employees and consultants played a key role in setting up the group.15
In November 2011, a Bay Area writer pitched a Silicon Valley engineer about the
creation of Engine explaining that Slater was “starting to pursue the big and exciting
prospect of a new political advocacy org, Engine Advocacy.”16
The pitch included an invitation to an Engine kickoff party, sponsored by Google and
hosted by another group run by former Googlers.17 The address to RSVP:
brittanysmith@google.com, which appears to correspond to a Google public policy
employee, Brittany Smith.18

Contemporaneous message suggests Google’s public policy manager set up Engine. The invitation lists
another Google policy employee as the contact to RSVP for the launch party

Slater then began to recruit members for the lobbying group and started promoting its
content on his Google + account.19
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Google’s Slater began to recruit members to the group he helped set up and actively promote its
initiatives online

Three Google policy employees and a Google policy consultant were among the first to
follow Engine's twitter account when it launched in September 2011.20
Excluding automated spam accounts, follower number eight was Charlie Hale, then a
public policy manager at Google X.21 Follower number nine was Adam Kovacevich,
another senior Google public policy executive.22 Marvin Ammori, a policy consultant
whose biggest client at the time was Google, was follower number 10.23 Google’s Derek
Slater was number 11.24
In fact, the only followers ahead of the Googler policy executives (and their consultants)
were the Engine founders themselves (two of whom were former Googlers), an
immigration lawyer, and two politicians, one of which was the twitter account of U.S.
Sen. Chuck Schumer (D-NY).
Engine’s public facing persona also relied heavily on people who had come from Google:
Two of its three founders had previously worked at the company.
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Joshua To helped set up Engine during a hiatus from the company, registering the domain
name EngineAdvocacy.com in September 2011, and its current website, engine.is, in
January 2012.25 To had worked as a project manager at Google from 2006 to August
2010.26 He then returned to work at Google in 2013.27
Another Engine founder, Joshua Mendelsohn, also came from Google, where he worked
from 2005 to 2009.28
Between 2013 and 2015, the only years for which data is available, the two organizations
received a combined $4.4 million in contributions.29 Neither group discloses its donors,
but Google disclosed an unspecified amount of support for Engine.30
Engine has said it has hundreds of other members including Yelp and Mozilla, though it’s
unclear if all those members pay dues or simply filled out an internet form that was
circulated by Google and Engine.31

Early versions of Engine’s website allowed members to sign up with a simple web form. It’s unclear if any
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Google’s Close Ties to Engine
Google’s relationship with Engine runs deep. At about the same time they founded
Engine, former Google employees Mendelsohn and To also created a tech incubator,
Hattery.33
Engine initially shared office space with Hattery, and Hattery paid the salary of Engine’s
co-founder and political strategist, Mike McGreary.34 Google then bought Hattery in the
summer of 2013, hiring most of its employees. 35

Engine shared office space, employees and consultants with Hattery, an incubator started by ex-Googlers
that Google later acquired

Google’s corporate leadership was well aware of Engine’s formation and endorsed it
within weeks of its launch. On December 15, 2011, Google co-founder Sergey Brin gave
Engine a plug in a Google+ post expressing his opposition to the SOPA-PIPA bills then
under consideration in Congress. 36
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Brin included links to the Engine website and a letter organized by the group and signed
by the founders of some of Silicon Valley’s largest internet companies. 37
Google and Engine share a large number of lobbying consultants, one indication of their
proximity. For example, Marvin Ammori, an Engine director, is a longtime Google
consultant and lobbyist who has described Google as his “largest and most established
client.” 38
The group’s executive director, Evan Engstrom, worked for the San Francisco-based law
firm Farella Braun + Martel before joining Engine.39 The firm specializes in copyright
and IP law and counts Google as a client.40
Peter Pappas, Engine’s senior advisor on intellectual property and other policy issues, is
also an advisor to Google on patent issues. 41 He has drafted white papers on patent
reform for Google, and he has worked as a consultant for Google and as a lobbyist for
Engine.42
Both Engine and Google also employed the S-3 Group as an outside lobbying firm.43
Several members of Engine’s board of directors and its advisory board also have
financial relationships with Google, and some of them even have experience helping
Google harness outside groups to lobby on its behalf.
Hunter Walk, a member of Engine’s advisory board, is a former Google employee.44 He
created several grassroots campaigns for Google, and in 2012 registered a website
domain, blackoutsopa.org, to campaign against anti-piracy bills that Google staunchly
opposed.45 Walk has also touted his “experience acquiring start-ups (@Google).”46
Brad Feld, another member of Engine’s advisory board, is a co-founder of a venture
capital firm that has invested in several companies acquired by Google and co-invested in
other tech startups with the company through Google’s investment subsidiaries.47 Derek
37
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Parham, an Engine board member, is a former Google employee.48 A company he
advised, Songza, was sold to Google in 2014.49
In addition to direct ties to Google, Engine’s leadership is deeply tied to another
nonprofit that Google has funded, the Electronic Frontier Foundation (EFF).50 Julie
Samuels, who became Engine’s chief executive in March 2014, previously worked at
EFF.51 She is married to Engine co-founder Mendelsohn.52
Derek Slater, the Google employee who helped set up Engine, also worked at EFF.53
The symbiotic relationship between Google and Engine appears to have an open secret
among those who worked on its projects.
“Engine works in partnership with Google to advocate for public policies that foster
innovation and entrepreneurship,” wrote a designer who helped create an Engine
presentation to attendees of the 2012 Republican and Democratic conventions.54
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Engine’s Lobbying Has Benefitted Google, Not Startups
Engine has consistently lobbied for policy issues important to Google, while claiming to
represent the policy interests of small tech startups.55 Most recently, Engine was a key
Google ally in efforts to fight legislation aimed at reforming Section 230 of the
Communications Decency Act to hold websites accountable for knowingly facilitating
the sex trafficking of underage victims.56
Engine’s executive director, Evan Engstrom, testified against the legislation at a
congressional hearing.57 Engine also created a website to serve as a repository of
opponents’ arguments against the bills, and organized letters to Congress from Silicon
Valley companies.58
Engine’s lobbying efforts, however, have dovetailed with Google’s policy priorities from
its inception. Derek Slater’s apparent creation of Engine coincided with his larger effort,
on behalf of Google, to rally opposition to the SOPA-PIPA anti-piracy bills considered
by Congress in 2011 and 2012.59
In his online biography, Slater says he was “campaign manager” for the drive against the
bills, organizing “grassroots groups” and building “online activism capacity for the
company, rallying 7M+ users to oppose SOPA through google.com/takeaction.”60
At the time, Google was facing a number of regulatory threats in Washington. Two days
before Engine registered its website in September 2011, for instance, Google Chairman
Eric Schmidt testified before Congress to defend the company against antitrust charges.61
Schmidt’s testimony was widely seen as a lackluster defense of the company, and Google
substantially stepped-up its lobbying operation following Schmidt’s Congressional
appearance.62
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Engine also supported Google on patent reform—a major issue at the time for the
company, which was concerned that its relatively small patent trove might represent a
serious legal vulnerability.63 Only days after a tech consortium sued Google for alleged
patent infringement, Engine – along with EFF and the Application Developers Alliance –
organized a letter to Congress from venture capital firms calling for comprehensive
patent litigation reform.64
The group has supported broader allocation of unlicensed spectrum, a key issue for
Google, and lavished praise on the company in 2014 for taking a “bold” and
“commendable first step” for being one of the first tech companies to release its
workplace diversity data.65
“While companies are not required to disclose their diversity figures, it is a hope that
Google’s example will pressure other big players such as Facebook, Apple, and Twitter
to quickly follow suit. Google’s disclosure marks a pivotal moment in Silicon Valley’s
agenda: it’s time to start solving the problems of inclusion and access.”66
Engine was silent, however, over the company’s multiyear legal battle to withhold its
diversity data from the U.S. Equal Employment Opportunity Commission.
Engine has also filed numerous amicus briefs with the courts on legal issues important to
Google, including the Oracle v. Google case, patent and copyright issues and net
neutrality.67 Google’s apparent use of third parties it supports financially to file legal
briefs on issues important to the company could run afoul of the spirit, if not the letter, of
court rules.
Those rules require amicus petitioners to disclose any external funding intended to
finance the preparation of an amicus brief. Google might argue that its payments to
Engine are intended as general support, rather than specifically “intended to fund” amicus
briefs.68
However, in recent years, third parties been chided by the courts for not disclosing
relationships with corporate interests in their amicus filings. In 2015, U.S. District Court
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Judge Liam O’Grady rejected an amicus brief by Public Knowledge and EFF (two groups
also funded by Google) in a BMG v. Cox Enterprises copyright case for failing to
disclose that the Cox Communications lawyer arguing the case also sat on EFF’s
advisory board and helped draft the amicus brief.69
“The problem isn’t that you went to EFF and solicited their input and talked to them
about whether they were interested in filing an amicus brief. It’s that you didn’t disclose
it,” O’Grady said. “And that is, in my belief, disappointing and deceptive. Amicus are
obviously friends of the court. And I think with that, there comes an obligation to tell the
Court of relationships that they have with a party to an action. You chose not to do it.
And I think it’s really unfortunate.”
Engine has also assisted Google during visits to the White House, giving the company’s
lobbying efforts the appearance of support from smaller startups. For instance, Engine
and Google jointly met with Colleen Chien, a senior White House advisor for intellectual
property best known for her work on patent litigation.70 Google’s General Counsel Kent
Walker and Engine’s Josh Mendelsohn, among others, attended the meeting.71
The close collaboration between Google and Engine was on display at the Republican
National Convention in 2012. TechCrunch detailed the relationship, writing: “Google is
not shy about promoting its policy interests. A center rack prominently holds a pamphlet
for Engine Advocacy, a new pro-technology political think tank.”72
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Engine materials were prominently featured at Google’s free coffee shop at the 2012 Republican convention
(photo credit: TechCrunch)

Engine has commissioned research papers to bolster Google’s policy goals. Google
highlighted one such study, on the importance of high tech jobs to the U.S. economy, on
its company blog.73
Engine has also helped Google face European regulators, funding research studies in the
region that closely align with Google’s lobbying priorities. In 2013, the Engine Research
Foundation disclosed on its annual tax form that the nonprofit spent $462,570 to fund
several studies on privacy and high-tech employment issues. 74

In December 2013, Engine released a report by KU Leuven researchers Martin Goos,
Jozef Konings, Marieke Vandeweyer, and Engine advisor Ian Hathaway concluding that
high-tech workers enjoyed more favorable labor market conditions, lower
unemployment, and a substantial wage premium over non-tech workers.75 The report was
funded by Google.76
At the same time, Engine has been conspicuously silent about the growing antitrust
concerns of the tech startup community even as it increasingly struggles against deeppocketed companies like Google, Amazon and Facebook. A review of Engine’s website
and social media includes nothing about Google’s market dominance or its impact on
smaller startups seeking to compete with the company.
The self-proclaimed “engine of innovation” has also been silent about Google’s growing
and troubling trend towards killing startup innovation -- buying out any tech competitor
with technology that represents a threat.77 While Engine vigorously opposed the mergers
of Comcast and Time Warner and even posted an item about the antitrust implications of
Facebook’s $1 billion acquisition of Instagram, it was silent about Google’s almost $1
billion purchase of Waze in 2013; its $3.2 billion acquisition of Nest Labs in 2014; and
the more than 100 acquisitions Google has made since 2012.78 79
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In this respect, the Engine/Google partnership may serve an additional purpose: Helping
Google keep tabs on emerging competitive threats as acquisition targets.
Conclusion
Google is one of the most powerful companies in the world, and its efforts to influence
Washington match its might. In 2017, Alphabet spent more on lobbying than any other
company.80 Beyond traditional lobbying, though, the technology giant is working to
influence Washington through backdoors and alleyways.
Google’s apparent creation and support for Engine is a key indication of the how
company uses its wealth to achieve its goals in Washington while hiding behind the
curtain. Washington should be aware that while Engine claims to represent startups, the
group’s close connections to Google raise questions about whether it is actually serving
startups’ interests, or those of the group’s principal corporate sponsor.
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